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Yehudith Pascal creates figurative, portrayal sculptures, which actually tell a story. Seeing her latest 

sculptures, one can notice a gradual transition from sticking to reality in her former sculptures to a 

more abstract figuring in her later sculptures. This abstract figuring that reflects from her sculptures 

waives identifying features for the gesture of dynamic movement and flow. This transition is not 

unidirectional, from figurative to abstract, characteristic of many artists from the last century, a period 

of modernism in arts. This is an expression of diverse state of mind and constant search to express 

oneself through matter.  

Yehudith Pascal approaches her creations from a figurative angle, she calls it a "surrealistic smile". Her 

art works tell a story full of humor and reflect her surrounding and reality. She is an "artist of life", life 

gives her inspiration and serves as the reference point to her work. Pascal deals especially with the 

woman body, its formation, fine lining and secrets.  

Pascal is a sculpture who matured slowly, in 2005 she was engaged with professional sculpturing for 

the first time, after a long career in the education. The ideas behind Pascal sculptures are dealing with 

her being a woman and a mother, woman body, duality, love, motion and music. The figures are 

created first in clay or wax; she molds, gives it depth, subtracts, bends and smoothes matter. The final 

piece is being casted usually in bronze, sometimes in polyester.  

Her work is characterized in a dynamic flow which demonstrates the potential of growth from duality 

and individualism. Some of the sculptures are composed of several characters and focus on intimate 

relations. Relationships are described as symbiotic, nurturing and sheltering. On one hand, in her dual 

sculptures the man and the woman share the same arms, and on the other hand, in her straps 

sculpture Pascal dares to undress, puncture and pierce femininity as a symbol for harmony driven from 

her inner world. Her final art works are stamped with this intense emotion and impression, and an 

intense personal expression is appreciable.  

Two other groups of sculptures are also a major part of the Pascal's creations: reliefs and sculptures 

made out of a net. In all her creations, dominant fine sculpturing is appreciable, a key note in all 

techniques she uses in her work.  

In recent years, out of a profound and uncompromising will to find answers for questions often not 

dared to be phrased put in words, she mines her way in matter and in her sole and combines them to 

one, what turns to be her personal sculptural language. This executive ability allows her to deal today 

with diverse subjects, where the material elements are ancillary and only serve her to express her 

thoughts and ideas.  

In her sculptures representing fat women, the woman is described as free, daring, self assured. When 

these women are alone there is nothing to indicate of neither loneliness nor boredom. They lie there 

for their pleasure or abandon their naked body for a private dancing. 

Pascal's ability to find her own voice, to build, improve and polish it and turn it into an honest tool for 

self expression, is very meaningful. This ability merges with her way to overlook transient currents, 

indicating that Pascal is a mature artist who knows well her inner truth. 
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